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Abstract:
The project is design to intended for building software for monitoring the complete process that is being involved in product lifecycle. This application is mainly into “Retail Domain”, i.e it is being designed for large scale product lifecycle. The product lifecycle involves the complete procedural way of representation of the product from the starting stage of purchase of the products based on quality to the end being the delivery of the products to the clients. The complete product involves various processes like quality assurance, warehousing, procurement process, life cycle and field assessment. Until it is being delivered to the customers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The project is design to intended for building software for monitoring the complete process that is being involved in product lifecycle. This application is mainly into “Retail Domain”, i.e it is being designed for large scale product lifecycle. Retail markets and shops have a very ancient history, dating back to antiquity. Retailing involves the process of selling consumer goods or services to customers through multiple channels of distribution to earn a profit. This project will help in serving of different products to the clients or the users with the help of defined rules and policies. The product lifecycle involves the complete procedural way of representation of the product from the starting stage of purchase of the products based on quality to the end being the delivery of the products to the clients. The complete product involves various processes like quality assurance, warehousing, procurement process, life cycle and field assessment. Until it is being delivered to the customers. The main objective of this project is to getting vendors across the globe who have potential to provide the required materials, perform there activities, to associate with the companies get all king of products in a best possible way. And make easy for the people to buy different country products with a good quality.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Review of Literature
A literature review is an evaluative report of studies found in the literature related to selected area. The review describes, summarize, evaluate and clarify this literature. It gives a theoretical basis for the research. A literature review goes beyond the search for information and includes the identification and articulation of relationships between the literature and field of our research.

Review of Literature Relating to Retail Marketing
Retail sector has become one of the most powerful and fast growing markets in the world. This growth influences the attitude of the Indian customers and marketing approach of the companies. These features have been discussed in this section. Indian Council for Research in International Economic Relations (ICRIER) 81developed research report titled _Impact of organized retail on the unorganized sector _states that retail trade alone accounts for 41.83 percent job opportunities with 14.95 million employed in the sector. Establishments involved in retail trade claimed the highest percentage both in the rural (39.28 percent) and urban (45 percent) areas. It has been the most sought after activity amongst own account establishments with a share of 48.45 percent. In rural areas, 46.52 percent own account establishments were set up for retail trade while the percentage was 51.44 in urban areas. Retail trade along with manufacturing and social and personal service activities have emerged as the three major non-agricultural activities giving the maximum number of jobs, with a share of more than 72 percent of the total establishments. Manufacturing establishments followed retail trade with 8.32 million people employed. Social and personal service activities employed 7.35 percent during the review period.

EXISTING SYSTEM
- Existing System is simple purchase of products
- The manual valuation of the system.
- Spread sheets are used to list the activities.
- Field Executive tracking was Tedious.
- Need more people for work.
- There is no platform where we can perform all at once that is maintaining the teams recorded properly in database
- Lot of time consumption and security problems.
- Advertisement of products, transaction and security are major issues.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The following field assessment tool is having mainly four modules, as per data collection some more sub-modules may be added later.
Filed assessment
Quality Assurance
Procurement management
Process life cycle
In this I am working on field assessment which contains
CEO
Country Head
Field executive
Vendor
**CEO:** CEO is the admin of the company and he manages everything and register country head and assign task to them.
**Country Head:** similarly even country head will assign task to filed executive and manages information about F Executive and vendor.
**Field executive:** FE work is manual thy go and search vendors and get the product information. and analyze it then send back to Country Head.

**Vendor:** filed Executive will have the details about the vendor his company and product etc.
The software used for the product lifecycle helps in easier analysis and evaluation of the particular product.
- The proposed system gives an idea for designing the modules for easier analysis.
- Automated system where different analytic methods are applied.
- It reduces the manual evaluation or the assessment of the product reducing the time consumption.
- The large scale project being designed can be segregated into smaller modules reducing the complexity of the project.

**Use Case Diagram**

[Use Case Diagram Image]

Figure 1. Use Case Diagram
Flow of Implementation

III. CONCLUSION

The project enables the Retail industry to adopt to the current technologies and trends by automating the production life cycle involves complete procedural way of representation of the product From the starting stage of searching vendor’s and purchase of the products based on quality to the end being delivery of the product to the customer. As the communication is established between every individual process becomes more transparent and reduces the overhead. Tracking back on the fault process and correcting them is easy as the entire process is stored on a database. Tracking back on the fault process and correcting them is easy as the entire process is stored on a database. The system is easy to implement and more reliable and robust.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

The project is more concentrated on the automation of the design phase and the procedures to design the product. We can do the testing of the project in automation way Here the procedure of searching vendor’s is manual in future we can search vendor’s by Automation which complete reduces the human work of the designing and planning process.
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**SANP SHOTS**
### Adding User

#### Personal Info
- **Street Address:** Jagugra
- **City:** Bangalore, Karnataka
- **Country:** India
- **Contact Number:** 9606655999
- **Role:**
  - [ ] Company/Head
  - [ ] Regional/Head
  - [ ] Executive

#### Contact Info

#### Additional Info

---

### Adding Executive Info

#### Facility Locator

To locate facilities near you, please enter a city and state or a zip code:

- **Country:** India
- **State:** Karnataka
- **OR**
- **ZIP CODE:**

Search radius [Mile]: 10

[Forward]